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Throughout the world, as economic globalization intensified, business firms
are increasingly been forced to expand their business operations by seeking
opportunities in the international marketplace. In fact, survival and success in the
global business system require large companies, as well as small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) to adopt international perspectives1.
Exporting is one of the internationalization options for companies to expand
their business activities globally. It can provide individual companies a competitive
advantage by improving their financial position, increasing their capacity
utilization, and raising their technological standards.
Furthermore, exporting is becoming increasingly popular for businesses
because of the Internet, fax machines, and overnight air express services (express
mail delivery within a day), which reduce the once formidable costs of going
international2.
Although exporting is increasingly seen as an internationalization option for
growth and profitability among SMEs, findings of past studies on export entry
decisions of small businesses showed lack of agreement among researchers
concerning the factors that can help small firms to penetrate foreign markets3.
Apart from the disagreement concerning the factors that contribute to the
process of internationalization among SMEs, the small business literature further
indicates that limited research attention have been given to examine the linkage
between small firm business strategies and internationalization4. The lack of
information and knowledge concerning the important relationship between business
strategy and international business performance of SMEs, specifically in Iran
suggests the need for more research in this area. This study was conducted to
address this issue. The objective of the study was to examine international business
performance of SMEs in Iran.
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Business Strategies and their Relationship with the Performance of 47
Exporting SMEs in Iran
Business strategy is extremely important for organizations to operate in a
competitive business environment. Business firms need to develop effective
business strategies to help them compete effectively. Business strategy has been
characterized as the way in which a firm decides to compete, pursue, achieve and
maintain its competitive advantage in an industry5. Firms can gain their competitive
advantage by producing value to their customers. Moreover, a firm can develop its
competitive advantage by performing the chain of strategically important activities
(such as production, marketing, sales, service, human resource management,
technology development, procurement activities) cheaply or better than its
competitors. According to Porter6, business strategies that focused on these
activities are called generic strategies. The three generic business strategies include;
low cost, differentiation, and focus or niche. In a low cost strategy, the firm strives
to lower its costs, increase profit and sales by adopting economics of scales, scope
and technology. In a differentiation strategy, the firm emphasizes on making its
products appear unique and different. Finally, in a niche or focus strategy, the firm
stresses on product development and marketing efforts in a particular market
segment that it has a cost or differentiation advantage. Namiki7 identified four
patterns of competitive strategy adopted by small-sized exporting firms in a study of
393 small computer hardware manufacturers in the United States of America. The
competitive strategy include marketing differentiation strategy, differentiation
focused strategy, innovation differentiation strategy, and product-oriented strategy.
Marketing differentiation strategy is focused on competitive pricing, brand
development, control over distribution, advertising and innovation in terms of
marketing techniques. Differentiation focused strategy is stressed on the ability to
offer specialized products to specific customer groups. Innovation differentiation
strategy is based on the firm’s ability to offer technological superiority of products
and new product development. Product-oriented strategy is stressed on the quality
of the products and high levels of services provided to customers. The findings of
the study showed that the firms that adopted a differentiation focused or innovative
differentiation strategy achieved higher export performance than those firms that
used a marketing differentiation strategy.
The studies by Cavusgil and Knight8 further indicated small firms faced
competition in exporting markets developed business strategies based on a variety of
factors. These factors include business opportunities and market research, promotion
of the business and products, selection of and collaboration with agents and
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distributors, development of local contacts and provision of services after sales,
pricing, sales force management, credit risk analysis, knowledge of business practices,
and awareness of the competition, product research, development, and adaptation.
In a study that attempted to examine the international strategies of small firms,
the relationship between international strategy and firm performance, and the
attributes associated with the adoption of an international strategy, found three types
of international strategies being adopted by small firms9. The findings of the study
indicated that the three international strategies used by the small firms included
international strategy (which emphasized on exporting, foreign equity investment,
and foreign alliances to develop new products and enter new markets), domestic
alliances strategy (which focus on domestic alliance formation, using domestic
alliances to enter new markets, develop new products), and domestic solo strategy
(the firm entering new markets and developing new products on its own).
Lages and Montgomery in a more recent study, found product strategy,
promotion strategy, price strategy, and distribution strategy as the four common
strategies adopted by exporting firms10. In product strategy, the firm stressed on
differentiating the products offered in the domestic market and the products sold in
the export markets in terms of brand name, design, labeling, variety of main
exporting product line, and quality. The promotion strategy focused on adjusting the
domestic promotion program towards the export market in areas such as advertising
idea and theme, media channels for advertising, promotion objectives, budget for
promotion, public relations emphasis, and direct marketing and mailing. In pricing
strategy, the firm used concession of credit, price discount policy, and margins to
offer products at different prices across national boundaries. Distribution strategy
involved selecting the distribution system, transportation, budget for distribution,
and distribution network to the export market.
The sample of the current study was confined to selected small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) operating in the Iranian manufacturing sector. In this
study, a small and medium-sized enterprise is defined as a manufacturing firm with
an annual turnover of less than USD 1 million and as one which employs not more
than 100 full time employees. Based on this definition, 150 firms were identified
and selected from the listing obtained from the Iranian External Trade Development
Corporation. The data for this study was gathered through the mail survey.
Structured questionnaires were sent to the senior managers of the 150 firms
selected. Out of the total number of 150 questionnaires mailed, 47 usable
questionnaires were returned.
The structured questionnaire adopted in this study consisted of three sections.
The first section of the questionnaire, which consisted of nine items, was used to
obtain the general information concerning the background of the respondents. The
items in section two of the questionnaire focused on getting the information on the
characteristics of the firms: such as legal form of the firm, number of full time
9
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employees, age of firm, the industry in which the firm operates, total sales of the
firm, percentage of export sales from total sales, net profit of the firm, and number
of years involved in exporting activities. The items in section three of the
questionnaire were designed to capture the business strategy adopted by the firms.
These items contained brief descriptions of each of the six business strategies. In
the study, to gather the information on the six common business strategies
emphasized by the firms, the respondents were requested to rate the importance of
each of the six business strategies with respect to their companies’ export success.
The respondents were asked to rate the importance of each business strategy based on
a five point scale ranging from (1) Extremely Important to (5) Not Important At All.
Of the 47 respondents, 27 were managers, 11 were owners and managers, and
nine were owners and CEOs of their companies. Thirty of the respondents were
males and 17 females. Thirty-two respondents were married, 14 never married, one
remarried. The respondents had between one to more than 20 years of work
experience. In terms of education, 18 respondents obtained bachelor degrees, 14
master’s degrees, 8 respondents had diplomas, five had school certificates, and two
respondents earned a PhD degree.
The profile of the sample companies is presented in Table 1. The information
in Table 1 include legal forms of the companies, number of employees, age of the
companies, total sales, net profit, and percentage of export sales to total sales.
Table 1
Characteristics of the Sample Companies
Company Characteristics(n=47)

Percentage (%)

Sole Proprietorship
Partnership
Private Limited

10.7
19.1
70.2

1-25
25-50
50-100
<5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
16-20 years
> 20 years
< 500,000
500.000-1.5 million
1.5-3.5 million
3.5-5 million
5-6.5 million
6.5-10 million
< 40000
40000-80000
80000-120000
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Frequency
Legal Form:
5
9
33
Number of Employees:
29
6
12
Age of Company:
12
5
14
9
7
Total Sales in 2009 (USD):
7
9
3
6
4
18
Net Profit in 2009 (USD):
8
6
2

61.7
12.8
25.5
25.5
10.7
29.8
19.1
14.9
14.9
19.1
6.4
12.8
8.5
38.3
17
12.8
4.2

120000-160000
8
160000-200000
7
200000-240000
5
>240,000
11
Percentage of export sales to total sales:
<10%
12
11% to 15%
8
16% to 20
7
21% to 25%
3
26% to 30%
6
>30%
11

17
14.9
10.7
23.4
25.5
17
14.9
6.3
12.8
23.5

Table 2 presents the mean scores and standard deviation of the business
strategies as recorded from the respondents. The mean scores ranged from 1.80 to
2.77, suggesting that in general, majority of the companies viewed the six business
strategies to be important to their company’s export success.
Table 2
Business Strategies as Emphasized by the Companies (N=47)
1. Niche Strategy
MEAN
Focus on specialty products.
2.22
Focus on a specific range of products
2.25
Focus on a specific foreign market
2.17
Focus on specific foreign customers
2.33
Focus on new product
2.42
2. Product Differentiation Strategy:
Product quality
1.80
Packaging
2.14
Design and style
2.13
Product uniqueness
2.07
Maximize perceived value of product
2.10
3. Marketing Differentiation Strategy:
Adopt competitive pricing
2.10
Create new distribution channel
2.23
Increase advertising and promotion
2.33
Brand building
2.25
Update product line
2.41
Use market research
2.26
Use personal selling
2.57
Develop new market for product
2.58
4. Service Differentiation Strategy:
Quick product delivery
2.04
Prompt response to customers’ orders
1.93
Offer extensive customer service
2.16
Personal contacts with overseas distributors
2.22
Provide quality service
1.90
5. Innovation Strategy:
Technological superiority
2.13
Focus on new innovative product
2.17
Use advanced communication technologies
2.22
Improve existing product
2.04
Improve product process
2.16
6. Low Cost:

SD
1.06
0.85
0.87
0.93
1.06
1.04
1.09
1.08
1.05
0.89
0.94
0.97
1.01
1.17
0.97
0.93
0.98
1.06
1.04
1.00
0.98
0.94
1.03
0.95
0.98
1.00
0.91
0.90
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Purchase materials in large volumes
2.36
1.06
Mass produce products
2.52
1.04
Limited range of products
2.77
0.97
Maximize economies of scale
2.20
1.01
Sell product at budget price
2.55
1.08
(1)Extremely Important; (2) Important; (3) Fairly Important; (4) Not
Important;
(5) Not Important At All.
Table 3 presents the results of the correlations between the six business
strategies and the performance of the international business of trade SMEs as
measured in terms of sales, net profit, and number of employees. The results in
Table 3 indicate significant positive relationships between the six business
strategies (niche, product differentiation, marketing differentiation, service
differentiation, innovation and low cost) and the performance (sales, net profit, and
number of employees) of the exporting SMEs. However, the correlations between
niche, product differentiation, innovation and number of employees were found to
be not significant.

Table 3
Correlations between Business Strategy and Performance
Business Strategy (N=47):
Sales
Net Profit
No. of Employees
Niche
0.415**
0.443**
0.209
Product Differentiation
0.366**
0.359**
0.185
Marketing Differentiation
0.361**
0.323**
0.252*
Service Differentiation
0.400**
0.324**
0.245*
Innovation
0.341**
0.260**
0.189
Low Cost
0.295**
0.315**
0.239*
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

CONCLUSION
This study attempted to examine the relationship between business strategy
and the performance of international business in Iran trade SMEs. The results of the
correlation analyses are presented in Table 3 calculated by 2-tailed P-value. The
results are statistically significant, which indicates significant positive relationships
between the six business strategies and the performance of the exporting SMEs in
the study. The results of this study provide some empirical evidence that suggests
positive relationship between business strategy and the performance of the SMEs.
The results of this study support findings of the previous studies that found business
strategies to be important factor for developing exporting SMEs and to have
positive effect on business productivity making it competitive in international
market. The findings of the study further appear to concur with the general view
presented in the literature that suggests the linkage between business strategy and
export performance. Additionally, the results of the study seem to support the
strategic management perspective that suggests business strategy based on
competitive advantage can provide surplus profit to companies.
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This study offers implications for exporting SMEs. Based on the results of this
study, owners and managers of SMEs should realize that there is not one best
business strategy for exporting. In view of this, the exporting companies should
attempt to adopt business strategy that fits with their capabilities. Furthermore, to
ensure that their companies would be able to compete in international markets,
owners and managers of exporting SMEs need to focus on developing their business
strategy based on the competitive advantage of their companies.
Although the findings of this study may prove to be useful to exporting SMEs,
the literature indicates empirical study in this area remains limited, particularly in
Iran. This research suggests further studies are needed to explore and identify other
business strategies not included in this study but may be helpful to improve the
performance of international business of SMEs.
êºÚº¸ ²´²ê Øàôê²ìÆ Â²ÂüÆ – ØÇç³½·³ÛÇÝ µÇ½Ý»ëÁ Æñ³ÝÇ ÷áùñ
¨ ÙÇçÇÝ ³é¨ïñ³ÛÇÝ Ó»éÝ³ñÏáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñáõÙ – öáùñ ¨ ÙÇçÇÝ Ó»éÝ³ñÏáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ ÙÇç³½·³ÛÇÝ ·áñÍáõÝ»áõÃÛ³Ý ³ñ¹ÛáõÝ³í»ïáõÃÛáõÝÁ å³ÛÙ³Ý³íáñí³Í ¿ µÇ½Ý»ëáõÙ ÏÇñ³éíáÕ é³½Ù³í³ñáõÃÛÛ³Ùµ: Ðá¹í³ÍÇ Ýå³ï³ÏÝ ¿
µ³ó³Ñ³Ûï»É Æñ³ÝáõÙ ³ñï³Ñ³ÝáÕ Ó»éÝ³ñÏáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ ¨ í»ó µÇ½Ý»ë é³½Ù³í³ñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ ÙÇç¨ »Õ³Í ·áñÍ³éÝ³Ï³Ý Ï³åÁ: Ð»ï³½áïáõÃÛ³Ý
³ñ¹ÛáõÝùÝ»ñÁ ÑÇÙÝí³Í »Ý Æñ³ÝÇ 47 ³ñï³Ñ³ÝáÕ öØÒ-Ý»ñÇ ïíÛ³ÉÝ»ñÇ íÇ×³Ï³·ñ³Ï³Ý í»ñÉáõÍáõÃÛ³Ý íñ³: ì»ñÉáõÍáõÃÛ³Ý ³ñ¹ÛáõÝùÝ»ñÁ óáõÛó »Ý
ï³ÉÇë, áñ Æñ³ÝÇ ³ñï³Ñ³ÝáÕ öØÒ-Ý»ñÇ ·áñÍáõÝ»áõÃÛ³Ý ¨ í»ó µÇ½Ý»ë
é³½Ù³í³ñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ (Ï»ÝïñáÝ³óáõÙ, ³ñï³¹ñ³ÝùÇ ¹Çý»ñ»ÝóÇ³, Ù³ñÏ»ïÇÝ·Ç ¹Çý»ñ»ÝóÇ³, Í³é³ÛáõÃÛ³Ý ¹Çý»ñ»ÝóÇ³, Ýáñ³ñ³ñáõÃÛ³Ý ¹Çý»ñ»ÝóÇ³, ó³Íñ ·ÇÝ) ÙÇç¨ Ñ³Ù³·áñÍ³ÏóáõÃÛáõÝÁ ¹ñ³Ï³Ý áõÕÕí³ÍáõÃÛáõÝ áõÝÇ:
Ð»ï³½áïáõÃÛ³Ý ³ñ¹ÛáõÝùÝ»ñÁ ³å³óáõóáõÙ »Ý, áñ í»ñÁ Ýßí³Í é³½Ù³í³ñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ ÏÇñ³éáõÙÁ Ï³ñ¨áñ ·áñÍáÝ ¿ ÙÇç³½·³ÛÇÝ µÇ½Ý»ëÇ ½³ñ·³óÙ³Ý Ù»ç ¨ ¹ñ³Ï³Ý ¿ ³½¹áõÙ µÇ½Ý»ëÇ ³ñ¹ÛáõÝ³í»ïáõÃÛ³Ý íñ³` ¹³ñÓÝ»Éáí
³ÛÝ ÙñóáõÝ³Ï ÙÇç³½·³ÛÇÝ ßáõÏ³ÛáõÙ:
СЕЙЕД АББАС МУСАВИ ТАТФИ – Международный бизнес на малых и
средних торговых предприятиях Ирана. – Эффективность международной деятельности малых и средних предприятий зависит от стратегий, используемых в бизнесе. В статье исследуются отношения между шестью бизнес-стратегиями и функционированием МСП-экспортёров в Иране. Анализ основан на статистических данных сорока семи МСП-экспортёров. Результаты анализа отражают значительные
позитивные сдвиги в отношениях между иранскими МСП и шестью бизнесстратегиями. В статье показано, что применение этих стратегий содействует развитию международного бизнеса и положительно влияет на его конкурентоспособность.
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